ProModel Releases 2010 Versions of Process Simulator and Project Simulator
Allentown, PA — [May 12, 2010] — ProModel Corporation today announced it will launch Process Simulator 2010 and Project Simulator 2010 to offer customers enhanced performance, as well as innovative user interface features and an easier
path to answers . In addition, as a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, ProModel has made the new version of Process Simulator compatible with the 2010 release of Microsoft Visio and Project Simulator compatible with Microsoft Project 2010.
“The combination of Microsoft Project 2010 and ProModel Simulation we see as providing new ways for people to work better together while increasing productivity,” said Seth Patton, Senior Director, Microsoft Project at Microsoft Corp. “Process
Simulator and Project Simulator complement the features and functionality in both Visio and Project 2010 respectively,
powering productivity and collaboration across the applications people already know and use.”
“ProModel is excited to launch the new 2010 versions of Process and Project Simulator,” said Keith Vadas, CEO at ProModel Corporation. “Continuing to support Microsoft products with these applications helps us offer our customers compelling benefits, including improved problem solving capabilities within the familiar user interfaces of the Microsoft tools. Our
new releases reflect ProModel’s continued dedication to remaining compatible and up-to-date with the changing landscape
its users experience when performing process improvement and project planning.”
Process Simulator quickly and easily adds simulation capabilities and analysis to Visio flowcharts, Value Stream Maps and
workflow diagrams. Process Simulator installs as a plug-in to Visio, allowing you to seamlessly create and run simulation
models inside Visio. Project Simulator 2010 is a plug-in to Microsoft Project 2010 that allows project planners and managers
to increase their ability to complete projects on time and within budget.
About ProModel
ProModel is a provider of Predictive Analytics BI Software Solutions that empower organizations to make better decisions
- faster, by Visualizing, Analyzing and Optimizing future operations. ProModel solutions combine powerful in-house simulation technology with 20 years of industry expertise in delivering reusable predictive solutions.
ProModel’s solutions help decision makers:
• Reach better decisions faster by having more accurate, quantifiable performance information
• Receive faster payback and larger ROI
• Develop internal, reusable predictive problem solving capability.
Products or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners.
For additional information contact ProModel’s Marketing Department at (610) 628-6842 marketing@promodel.com

